CORONA Information

You can find current information on the website at www.tuwien.ac.at/corona.

Contact information

Questions concerning studying and university organization
coronainfo@tuwien.ac.at

Occupational Health Services at TU Wien:
amz@gut.tuwien.ac.at

Should you have any symptoms (fever, cough, shortness of breath) please call the health service hotline 1450, available 24/7.

Further information

Information for Students

Relevant information for students.

Information for Teachers
Relevant information for teachers.

In this space, tools and hands-on examples for distance teaching/online teaching are introduced and contributions by TU Wien lectures are also featured here. Make use of this space to share your experiences with colleagues and get suggestions for designing your own lectures.
Admin (KR)
Home Office Tipps

Create a pleasant and productive working climate for yourself. We compile tools, suggestions and instructions concerning home office for you.
Kurt Rosivatz

Room information

Informationen on LectureTube and LectureTube Live as well as the current capacities and access plans for all lecture halls can be found in this space.
Anna Lena Füßl